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SECTIO~ 1. l~1RODlJCflON

r

1.1

'

The Sational Round T:~ble on t_he Environment and. the Economy (NRTEE) !s dcvelopina
p~rlormJnce indicators for susta1n:1ble energy productaon and use. As put of thu process, the
Round Table hlS commissi.oned a series of ~a~ers, of whi_ch this document is one ..Specifically,
this paper considers opt.'ons f~r. a pre~lmtoary famaly of macro·leve!, nattonal encray
indicators directed at sen1or dectSIOn/poltcy makers and the aeneral pubhc.
The pages that follow are intended to ~ a discussion starter. As such, this paper has
deliberately been kept brief, and does not seek to address o~ resolve all issues relatina to
indicators development. Moreover, the paper does not address assues that are to be covered iD
companion documents being prepared for the NRTEE (specifically the issues of ao overall
conceptual framework, data availability, and the role or eneray in economic performance and
sus ta ina ble development).
Given the strict time and budget constraints under which this paper was prepared, and the fact
that it is only a first step in a longer process, no external or peer review was undertaken prior
to submission. Instead, the development o_f this P.aper consisted of an initial •brainstormins•
meeting involving ~arbek personnel, outs1de adv1sors, and NRTEE representatives; a limited
literature review; preparation .or a "Con_cepts Paper• for discussion at a second •brainstormins•
meeting; and finally preparatiOn of thiS paper.
1.2

Energy Indicators

It is widely accepted that we must transform our society into one that operates in' accordance
with the principles of sustainable development. Sustainable developmeru indicators are
conceived as a means of measuring our progress towards this aoal (ie. the aoal or brinaina
about a process of sustainable development).

The task of de-.eloping such indicators, however, is made complex by many factors. the most
significant being the lack of agreement as to what sustainable development is (except at the
most abstract level, as embodied in the Brundtland definition) and the challenaing (if not
impossible) task of selecting a manageable set
indicators that reliably reflect the
extraordinarily complex nature of our society and economy.

or

Given this, it is useful to attempt to develop indicators for a more speciric topic: sustainable
energy production and use. In doing so it must be recognized that movement towards more
sustainable energy production and use is only a component or proaress towards the aoal of
sustainable development.
As is noted above, this paper focuses on •macro level• indicators; that is, indicators that suggest
how Canada as a whole, or major elements of Canadian society, are doina with reaard to the
sustainability of energy production and use. This implies relatively aggregated data (which
can be problematic in a country as large and diverse as Canada).
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2. GllDELJ~"ES: CO~SIDERATIO~S IN 1liE SELECnON OF INDICATORS

Prior to id~!'1tifyin& sp<:cifi~ indicators, it is necessary to define the Kope or discussion. For
this purpos~. the followina auidelines are suuested:

2.1

Defioi!loa

or

aa ladlcator

The term •indicator" hu come to mean different things to different people. On the one
e;r;treme, • ... its meaning appears to have been expanded to the point where it is commonly used
as a synon)'m for data."' Similarly, the term has found widespread usage in relation to state·
of-the-environment reporting, where the collected data are often referred to as indicators.
For the purposes of.this paper, however~ a nar.rower definition. has bee~ adopted. Specifically,
our indicators consast of only a few sa~aent p1eces of data wh1ch provade a aeneral picture or
the sustainability of energy production and use, as opposed to a detailed record. The
difference bet":'een t.his definiti?n .or ·~ndicator• and the broader usage is one or degree, not
of kind, but it as an amportant dtst1nctaon.

2.2

"Bottom Lloe• Indicators

The needs of the primary audiences (senior decision/policy makers and the general public)
imply a need for indicators that present the "bottom line• ··that is, progress towards the goal
of sustainable development rather than detailed analysis of contributins factors.
This is an e:c:tremely important poinr. There is a tendency to expect too much of indicators.
For instance, many writers sug~es~ that indicators.shoul~ reflect the impact of speci.fic policy
initiatives. At least for the tndacators under dtscusstoD here, we arsuc that th1s is both
unrealistic and inappropriate. Indicators can tell us how we arc doing, but should not
normally be ex:pected to tell us why a particular outcome has arisen. ID other words, indicators
are meant to be Indicative rather than explanatory; they are not meant to be an analytical tool.
Where indicators point to a failure to achieve a desired outcome, more detailed analysis to
indicate the source of the failure is implied. Such analysis would no doubt require baseline
and current data beyond that captured in the indicators as such.
2.3

Outcomes, Not Factors

Given the "bottom line• orientation just referred to, we believe the focus should be on
indicators that measure outcomes directly (eg. energy use per capita) rather than those that
measure con tr ibu ting factors (eg. the penetration of specific technologies, government spending
on conservation, etc.). That said, indicators that deal with such factors can be useful
surrogates when data relating to outcomes is unavailable (a situation that is most likely to arise
when relatively disaggregated data is required).
2.4

International Comparisons

The ability to make international comparisons is important as a means of makina the
indica tors engaging, but is problematic. Such comparisons depend upon the availability or
similar types or data in all countries with which comparisons arc to be made, yet data
availability varies from country to country. Moreover, even apparently similar data may not
be directly comparable. Even where the data is technically comparable, structural differences
in economies between countries may make comparison of absolute values inappropriate.

Gelinas, Ron and Jan Staats (1989). Selecting /11dicators for State of the Emironment
Reponing (Draft). SOE Reporting Branch, Environment Canada.
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Thus, white the ability to make international comparisons is desirable, it should not be a
requirement in the development or the tint acneration or eneray indicators {see poiat 2.1
~low). tn the tonacr term, comparisons or rates or chanae in key indicaton will likely be
more meaninarut than absolute valuu, at least in the case or macro-level data.

1.!

Indicators or todlces!

It is theoretically possible to combine or auregate data from a series or indicators to produce

a dimensionless indo. or sustainability (similar in some respects to the Dow Jones industrial

, .. erage or to air pollution indices). While the development or a sinsle index or the
sustainability of energy production and usc is an attractive idea in principle, it too is
problematic in practice. First, it is debatable whether a reasonable index or this sort could be
defined (and unlikely that such an index, if defined, would have sufficient credibility to be
useful). Moreover, unlike most common indices, •sustainability or energy production and use•
is an abstract concept that is likely to be less well understood than its component parts.
Finally, as is pointed out by various authors, the methodological challenaes in aureaatioo
such as the risk of double countina, are sisnificant.
'

In view of all of the above, the goal in developin& the first generation or enern indicators
should not include the development of an aggregated index.

2.6

Indicators, Not Taraets

r:
!

Energy indicators should, as has been discussed, indicate how we are doina with regard to
. sustainability of energy production and use. Over time, indicators should not only tell us
"where we are•, but also how quickly we are moving towards or away from the general goal
of sustainable development. It is equally true that indicators alone can not tell us whether the
current situation or the rate of change is satisfactory .. In order to make this judgement, targets
need to be established ·• targets for both the end po1nt and the rate of change.
That said, the establishment of targets is clearly a separate issue from the development of
indicators. As such, the question of targets is not discussed further in this paper.
2.7

f

Data Atallabillty and Credlblllty

r
f'

At the risk of stating the obvious, it is worth noting that the indicators selected must meet a
number of criteria, including the following:

I

•

r

•
•

The required data must be available or it must be reasonable to assume that the dat·a
could be acquired
The data must be inherently credible (scientifically sound)
The data must be a reliable indicator of larger trends (ie. it must provide meaningful
information on the characteristic it seeks to represent).

Clearly, the indicators selected must also be readily understood by the target audiences .•
decision/policy makers and the general public. To the degree they are understood, the
indicators will inform, influence decision-making, and enhance the accountability of decision·
makers regarding progress towards sustaioability. The general point •• the need for the
indicators to be understandable·· reinforces the need for simplicity suggested by several of
the points previously made.
2.8

I

f

i

[

l

An lterathe Process

Finally, the development of the family of energy indicators should be an iterative process
improving over time. Demanding perfection prior to initial adoption would likely eosure that
no proposals are ever accepted. The history of the development of macro-level environmental
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indicators (a complet but probably simpler task than devetopin& indi-cators o( sustainability)
supports this conclusion: althouah consider:able cfrort has becaapplied,therc arc rcw results. 1
Development or a (amity o( indicators on an iterative basis, Oft the other ~and, would allow
data collection and publication to ~ain in the near term, in parallel with the development or
the not, impro,.ed aeneration or indicators. This process pr~uces tangible results in a
reasonJble time rrame, and allows actual experience with the rirst acneration or indicators to
shape ruture generations.

SECI'ION 3. A FRAME\\'ORK FOR SELECI1NG Er-.'ERGY INDICATORS
Based in part on the guidelines presented above, this section outlines a rramework ror a ramily
or indicators.
3.1

Sustainable Developmeat

•sustainable development" is a larger concept than "environmentally and economically
sustainable development", in that the latter does not necessarily consider social, cultural,
ethical, or political sustainability. Thus, it could be argued that indicators or sustainability
in energy production and usc should look beyond the economic and environmental dimensions
to consider ractors such as social equity. However, it is our view that indicators that address
such issues arc more appropriately and practically associated with indicators or sustainable
development in general, and as such we do not propose such indicators for energy specirically.
tn other words, our indicators focus on the narrower topic or environmental and economic
sustainability or energy production and use.
While the economic and environmental dimensions or sustainability arc interlocked,
organizationally it is userul to consider these two aspects separately.

J.l

Eo"lronmeout Sustalnablllty

First, we believe that two generic characteristics or energy production and use must be
considered in order to measure em•ironmental sustainability {or, more precisely, changes in each
or these two characteristics must be considered in evaluating progress towards the goal of
environmentally sustainable energy production and use). The charac"tcristics are:
1)
2)

Quantity or energy produced and used
Environmenta\ impact per unit or energy production or use.

It is our view that, over time, changes in the data showing declining energy use and dcctinina
environ menta I impact per unit would clearly indicate progress towards susta inability, provided
the economic indicators out\incd below show similar trends.' We thererore propose to develop
indicators to measure the two characteristics; our proposed indicators are listed in Section 4.
See, for instanoc, VHB Research &t Consulting (1989)./ndicators and Indices of the State
of the Em·iro11ment. Prepared for Environment Canada and Statistics Canada. The
authors also note that •... the traditional approach to developing environmental
indicators has been too concerned with coverage and not enough with convenience, too
much with theory and not enough with utility.•
This statement should not be seen as implying that the goal of sustainable development
requires energy use to decline, ultimately, to zero. What the statement docs imply,
however, is that our energy consumption could be reduced signiricantly without
imposing unacceptable costs, and that doing so would enhance sustainability.
4
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3.3

Ecoaomlc Sustalublllt7

The characteristics which must w considered in order to measure the economic sustainability
or energy production and use are leu obvious than those for environmental sustain&bility. As
a point of departure, we would araue thu:
indicators or the perform3nce or the economy as • whole, while
theoretically pertinent to the issue at hand, are nevertheless an inappropriate
component of the required family or energy indicators. First, traditional economic
indicators do not measure sustainability. Second, ,even ir adequate indicators
sustainability of the economy as a whole were to be developed, it does not necessarily
follow that they would provide useful auidance coocerning the sustainability or any
particular component of the economy (such as energy production and usc).
~acro·level

•

or

At the other end of the spectrum, indicators that focus on the health or the eocray
industry would also be an inappropriate component of the ramily of indicators·· most
fundamentally because apparelll health Of the industry is influenced by I host Of
factors that are unrelated to long-term economic sustainability (such as the macro·
economic policies of the government of the day or politics in the Middle East).

•

Implicit in the above two points is the suggestion that the required indicators of economic
sustainability should focus on the resource base supporting energy production and usc, rather
than on the somewhat volatile industry and economy that is built on that base. Specifically,
we suggest that two generic characteristics be considered for indicator development:
1)
2)

Long term resource availability
Energy productivity of the economy.

These two characteristics require elaboration. Long term resource availability refers to the
"life expectancy• of the energy sources in use. In principle it should reflect characteristics
such as reserves of non-renewable resources, extent of use of renewable resources, and less
tangible variables such as national self sufficiency. Energy productivity of the economy
refers to the economic "mileage• we derive from our energy resources.
It is our view that, over time, changes in the data showing increases in lo'ns term resource
availability and in energy productivity of the economy would indicate progress towards
sustainability in energy production and use, provided the environmental indicators outlined
above show similar trends. We therefore propose to develop indicators to measure these two
characteristics; our proposed indicators arc listed in Section 4.
3.4

Summary and Quallrtcatloos

In summary, it is suggested that the proposed family of indicators of environmentally and
economically sustainable energy production and usc could consist of indicators that measure:
the quantity of energy produced and used; the environmental impact per unit of energy
production or use; long term resource availability; and the energy productivity of the economy.
These characteristics are somewhat different than those suggested by the Round Table as an
initial list for consideration in the development of the indicators. However, the characteristics
suggested here incorporate the Round Table suggestions, albeit within a revised and expanded
framework.
It is, of course, possible to debate whether our proposed characteristics adequately describe
sustainability, but a more significant problem arises in the attempt to find indicators that
adequately address certain of the characteristics. This is the focus of the next section.
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SECilON 4. SElECTION OF INDICATORS
For each or the four characteristics outlined above, this sectioo indudes an exhibit that
provides:
A
A
A
A

•

•
•
•

brief discussion of key conceptu31 issues
listing or recommended indicators
short "shopping list' of other possible indicators
list or selected methodological issues requirina consideration .

en

For each
the recommended indicators, I series or options ror disaggregation is also
presented. There is no intended implication that all of the listed options should be a part or
the ·ra mily• or indicators; the degree to which d isaggrega ted data is required deserves further
consideration.
Canada imports and exports large quantities of energy, which complicates development or a
number or the required indicators. For clarity of presentation, thererore, the four exhibits
just described focus on domestic energy use and on that portion
our energy production that
serves domestic needs. A fifth exhibit considers indicators that are concerned with the portion
or our production that is exported. (It is worth noting that the policy responses to
unsustainable domestic energy us~ may be entirely different from the responses to
unsustainable energy exports; separating export-related indicators in this way might thererore
be considered logical as well as convenient.)

or
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EXHIBIT 1
CHARACTERISTIC: QUANTITY OF ENERGY PRODUCED AND USEn•
DISCUSSION:
As noted above, this exhibit focuses on domestic energy usage; the question or additional
production Cor export is addressed in Exhibit S.
Two specific issues warrant discussion:
I. Primary vs. secondary energy usage

or

The term primary energy rerers to energy commodities at the point
production, whereas
secondary energy refers to energy as delivered to the point or use. In principle, indicators or
energy usage could use either primary or secondary energy data.

i .

L .

tn part because there are methodological issues associated with how primary energy is
calculated, but more importantly because data relating to energy at the point or use is likely
to be more meaningful to most users of the indicators, use or secondary energy data is
recommended (Indicators 1.1111.2 below). However, because the relationship between primary
and secondary energy is not constant (overall. the efficiency or the conversion is declining),
it is also appropriate to include an indicator that addresses the primary/secondary ratio
(l nd ica tor 1.3 below).

This characteristic encompasses two or the areas identified by the NRTEE for indicator
development (efficient end use and efficient conversion from source to end use).

6
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tn addition to indicators that rertect total encraY use (Indicator 1.1 below), it is userut to
include indicltors that rertect energy intensity (for instance, eneray use per capita}. Such
intensities (Indicator 1.2 below) provide an improved picture or our eneray use, but have aa
inherent limitation. Specifically, they do not measure changes in the variable used to derinc
the intensity. For instance, if energy use per passenger·kilometrc was selected as an indicator
for the transportJtion sector, it would tell us something about the technical efficiency of our
transportation system but not about changes in the number or passenger-kilometres (which
could have as much impact on sustainability as technical efficiency).
This problem is inherent in the use of intensities as indicator~ but we do not believe it
precludes their use. It does imply, however, that any intensities chosen must be care(ully
considered. For instance, for the present purposes, a more appropriate measure of intensity
in the passenger transportation sector might be energy use per capita. This indicator tells us
how we are doing, overall, in the sector .. which, as noted above, energy use per passenger·
kilometre does not. It is true that energy use per capita does not tell us why changes are
occurring, but we have argued in Section 2.2 that we should not expect our indicators to do
so.
In fact, it is appealing to consider the use of per capita data to indicate intensities in all
energy using sectors, in part because this would conceptually simplify the ramily of indicators.
However, energy use in some sectors is heavily influenced by import/export activity; in these
cases, per capita indicators have the potential to mislead (unless the data is manipulated to
correct for this factor).
(Note: One commonly used intensity figure relates energy usc to GOP. This relationship is
addressed in Ex.hibit 4.)
PROPOSED INDICATORS:

INDICA TOR 1.1:
Indicator:
Oisaggrega tion:

ENERGY USE
National energy usc (GJ)s
Regional usc (GJ)
Sectoral usc (GJ)

INDICATOR 1.2:
Indicator:
Disaggregation:

ENERGY INTENSITY
National energy use per capita (GJ/capita)
Regional intensity (GJ;capita}
Sectoral intensity:
Residential (GJ/capita) ·
Transportation (GJ/capita (passenger)
(freight})
·
Commercial (GJ/m 1 floor space}
Industrial (GJ/doltar produced}

INDICATOR 1.3:
Indicator:
Disaggregation:

and GJ/tonne-kilometrc

EFFICIENCY OF PRlMAR Y/SECONDARY CONVERSION
National secondary/primary ratio (dimensionless)
Secondary/primary ratio by energy source (dimensionless)

For convenience, gigajoules (GJ) are used as the standard energ)' unit throughout this
paper.
7
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OTHER POSSIBLE l:"o!OlCATORS:

1. A number or indicator~ that do not relate directly .to eneray usa~c are sometimes proposed
(for insta nee. pcnetrat•on rates Cor eneray conserv•na technoloates, proaram etpenditures.
etc.). No such indicators are proposed here, &i..,en the premise outlined in Section 2.3
this
p 1 per and the (act t.hat a"ailable. eneray data would proYide adequate and more rxrtinent
information to the 1ntended aud1ence.

or

2. For Indicator 1.2: Various other disaggregated indicators arc aYailable, such as sectoral
energy use per capita for the sectors where this is not already proposed (but sec discussion
above); GJ/household for the residential sector; etc.
SELECTED METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES:

1. Valuing or Yarious energy so.u~ces in the c.a!culation of primary c~ergy (for instance, ia
such calculations hydroelectrtCttY has tradattonally been treated IS a( the power had been
generated (rom coal·· a practice many analysts consider questionable)

2. Validity or data Cor both primary and secondary eneray.

EXJUBIT 2
r

CHARACTERISTIC: E~VIRONMENTAL IMPACT PER UNIT OF ENERGY
PRODUCED/USED

I
r
'

DISCUSSION:
As noted a boYe, this e~hibit roc uses on domestic energy use; the question or the impacts or
additio11al production for export is addressed in Exhibit S.
Of the four characteristics for which indicators arc proposed. environmental impact rxr unit
of energy used is perhaps the most complex. Impacts to be considered include wastes produced,
emissions, land-use issues, ecosystem stresses, etc.; these impacts must be considered for all
stages of energy production and use.
As a result of this complexity, our recommended approach to the selection or indicators is to
identify a set of major impacts which, because or their significance, could be considered
indicatiYe of overall impact. This approach has the virtue or reasonable simplicity, but
CO'OVersely introduces the possibility or misrepresentation, &iVCQ the wide range or
enYironmental impacts that are necessarily ignored. (Note: Two alternative approaches were
considered; see "Other Possible Indicators•, below.)
An important methodological issue must be considered, whatever general approach is adopted.
As is suggested aboYe, the indicators selected must in principle rertcct both the impacts of
using energy and the upstream impacts or producing and delivering it. However, some or the
upstream impacts occur outside Canada (for those energy commodities that we import). while
some of the impacts that occur inside Canada arc not attributable to Canadian energy use (for
those commodities that we export).
·
The implied data problem is more apparent than real, however. White aggregate production
impact data will not necessarily rertect accurately the impacts associated with domestic use,
the required indicator deals with impact per 1111i1 or energy. Canadian aYerages for impacts
8
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per unit of production can there.rore_~_used as ap~roJtimations ia the suuested.ind,icttors.
(This imptie~ acceptance or two stmpllfy•na assumpttons: that the Jveraae producttoft 1mptcts
of energy produced for up.ort. and for do~estic use are the same, an~ that averaae impacts
of production arc the same tnstd~ and outstde Canada.- These ass~mpt1o~s ~an be challenaed,
but we belie-.e they are appropriate (or at least the ftrst &enerallOil of lftdtCitOU.)
PROPOSED I~DICATORS:

Selection of the ·set or major impacts which ... could be considered indicative or overall impact•
requires more consideration than can be given in this short pa~r. The followina is thererore
a preliminary list or possibilities rather than a firm recommendation:
INDICA TOR 2.1
1nd ica tor:
Comment:

GREENHOUSE GASES
Greenhouse gases released per GJ or eneray used (Tonnes of CO,
equivalent/GJ)
Must account for releases during production, transportatioo, aod use·
should include at least CO» N~O, and methane data, adjusted to co:
equivalence (vis a vis impact on global warming)

INDICA TOR 2.2
Indicator:
Comment:

OTHER AIR EMISSIONS (SO,., NO)(, VOC, particulate, other?)
Aggregate emissions per GJ of energy used (Adjusted tonnes/GJ)
Must account for releases during production, transponatioo, and use·
weighting of various emissions is required.
•

1:--JDICA TOR 2.3

WASTE GENERATION (High and low level radioactive waste, mine
tailings, refinery waste, ash, emission control wastes, etc.)
Annual generation of wastes per GJ of energy used (Adjusted tonnes/GJ)
Must account for wastes generated during production, transportation, and
use, but production wastes will predominate; weighting of various wastes
is required.

Indicator:
Comment:

INDICA TOR 2.4
Indicator:
Comment:

AREA OF LAND AFFECTED BY ENERGY PRODUCTION
Land area committed to energy production per GJ of eneray used
(Adjusted hecta res/GJ)
Weighting of different energy related land uses is required, based on
nature or use (e.g. pipeline vs open pit mine) and sensitivity of land (e.g.
tundra vs urban)

DISAGGREGATION:

Each of the above indicators could, in principle, be disaggregated by
energy source and/or regionally (or bioregionally).

OTHER POSSIBLE INDICATORS:
1. AIter natives or additions to the specific indica tors listed above include effluents discharged

to water, marine spills, occupational health and safety statistics, etc.
2. As an alternative approach, the use of surrogate indicators (such as investment by industry
in abatement (S/GJ) and compliance record vis a vis environmental and occupational health
and safety legislation) was considered, but rejected as providing less detailed and reliable
information than the recommended approach set out above.
3. Use of an "impact index• was also considered. This concept involves the calculation of an

index for each particular energy source, and the tracking or changes in that index over
time. (Ideally, the indices for different energy sources would be comparable, allowing
aggregation; at least in the near-term, however, this seems unrealistic.)

9
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The i nde l m i&ht b< develo~d u follows:
For each eneray source, i aroup or inde~ndcnt experts would be isked to identify the
key environmental impacts; to anian relative wciahu to nell (weiahc should reflect
the importance of the ty~ or impact, not the extent or the impact); and to identify
measurable variables that would allow monitorina or the extent or each ideatiried
impact (on a national basis).

I

At any given time, the index could be calculated tor each eneray source, based on the
agreed upon weiahts (which would be fixed) and the measured extent or each impact
(which would vary).

I

or

Such an impact index would, in principle, be an appropriate indicator
overall
en vi ron mental impact, and could be readily converted to identity impact per unit or eneru
produced/used. In our view, however, development or such an index is probably impossible
in the near term, due in part to the difriculty or arrivina at aareed upon weishts. (A
similar but, we believe, less challenging problem is ass~iated with Indicators 2.1 ·2.4).
SELECTED ~1ETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES:

Adequacy of emissions, waste, and land usc data and/or
significance

1.

f·

or

our undcrstandina

or

its

2. Relative weighting of different emissions, wastes, and land uses.

EXHIBIT 3

,

CHARACTERISTIC: LONG TERM RESOURCE AVAILABILITY•
.

DISCUSSION:

At any given time, Ions term resource availability is a function
including:
1
1
1

ot a number or factors,

Levels of energy consumption
The mix of energy sources (renewable and non~renewabtc)
The economically accessible reserves or each non·renewable resource, which in turn is
dependent on physical reserves, current energy prices, and technology.

In other words, long term resource availability will increase as a result or I) declining energy
consumption; 2) changes in the energy mix towards renewables and/or towards those non·
renewables with relatively large reserves; and 3) increases in economically accessible non·
renewable reserves. Any indicator developed to measure Ions term availability should
therefore address all of these factors.
One indicator that achieves this goat is: the portion of our energy consumption that is met by
sources that are either renewable or have reserves adequate to meet current levels of Caoadian

•

This characteristic encompasses one of the areas identified by the NRTEE for indicator
development (sustainable supply·· energy mix/timely conversion to sustainable sources).
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use for more than a &iven num~r of years (say SO years). Because of its conceptual simplicity,
t~is is the indicator we recommend below.
Calculltion or ruervet is perhaps the major methodoloaical challenfe auociated with this
indicator. Reliance on supply curves that plot reserves aaainst price o rersone option. Usina
these curves as a tool. the approximate lite expectancy of each non-renewable eneray resource
can be calcuiJted based on current annual Canadian usage and current encray prices (or other
p r ices, as a p Drop r i a te).
As noted above, this exhibit focuses on domestic cneray use; the question of additional
production ror e~port is addressed in ExhibitS. However, in calculatina the available reserves
at a given energy price, the it may be appropriate to reduce the reserves by the amount of any
commiued exports.
Finally, there are other dimensions to the question of resource availability, includina national
self·sufriciency, regional self·surriciency. and security of supply. Ia hct, the indicator
proposed here directly measures 1ona term national sclf·sufCiciency and could, throuah
regional disaggregation, address the question of reaional self-sufficiency (ao important issue
given the size of Canada and the great variation in energy resources across the country). The
question of security of supply is not covered.
PROPOSED INDICATORS:

INDICATOR 3.1
Indicator:
Comment:
Disaggregation:

PROPORTION OF ENERGY USE MET BY ABUNDANT RESOURCES
Proportion or energy usc met by resources that are renewable or have
reserves adequate to meet current levels of Canadian use for more than
(say) SO years (%)
Reserves should be determined based on current energy prices. A second
version of this indicator could incorporate reserves available at higher
energy prices (say 125% or current)
Regional proportion (%)
Sectoral proportion (%)

OTHER POSSIBLE INDICATORS:
1. An indica tor or enerl)' •richness• •• a measure of the diversity of energy sources makina

a significant contribution to Canada's energy balance
2. An indicator or security of supply, particularly on a regional basis. The indicator might
address oil storage and delivery capacity, vulnerability of electrical transmission and
generation, etc. Note, however, that security of supply is more related to short run
dislocation than to long term sustaioability.
SELECTED METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES:

f.
r-

r
\...

1. Reliability of data concerning reserves

2. Definition of renewability {particularly given that existing data concerning renewable
energy use does not distinguish sustainable from non-sustainable usage)

.

3. Selection of primary or secondary energy data.

.[

[
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EXHIBIT 4
CHARACTERISTIC:

E~ERGY

PRODUCTIVITY OF THE ECONOMY

DISCUSSION:

A somewhat traditional indicator of the cneray productivity of the economy is the size of the
Gross Domestic Product (GOP) per OJ of encray consumption. This is not an ideal indicator
because the GOP itself is imperfect·· but the wide acceptance and use of GOP suggests that
it serve as at least an initial basis for the required eneray productivity indicator.
It is worth notina that one of the important criticisms or the use or GOP in energy analysis
is of limited significance in the present context. According to Schipper, for instance, •... use
of the energy·GDP ratio can aive very mislead ina sianals about changes in energy efficiency.-'
The reason for Schipper's conclusion is that factors other than {technical) efriciency inrtuence
the ratio •• most importantly, structural changes in the economy. For our purposes, however,
it is in fact desirable that the indicator reflect these structural changes.
PROPOSED INDICATORS:

INDICATOR 4.1
Indicator:
Disaggregation:

ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY
Real Gross Domestic Product per GJ of energy consumption (S/GJ)
Regional ratio (S/GJ)Sectoral ratio ($/OJ)

OTHER POSSIBLE INDICATORS:
1. Percentage of GOP spent on energy (production and use)

2. A national primary/tertiary energy ratio (tertiary energy refers to the amount of useful
work actually done by the energy delivered to users).
3. For Indicator 4.1: Use of a different economic indicator, such as employment or an

improved GDP·type indicator (when it becomes available).

rl

SELECTED METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES:
1. Selection of appropriate GOP data

2. Treatment of the energy contribution to GOP.

EXHIBITS
CHARACTERISTIC: INDICATORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION
FOR EXPORT
DISCUSSION:

Because Canada imports and exports large quantities of energy, there are significant
differences between levels of energy production and of domestic energy use. In Exhibits 1·
Schipper, lee (1990). Energy Sadng in the U.S. and other Wealthy Countries: Can the
,\foment urn be Maintained? Inter na tiona I Energy Studies, Lawrence Berkeley La bora tory.
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•. indicators asscxiated with the domestic market (indudin& production and usc) were
proposed. This exhibit considers indica ton associated with additiont~l production ror export.
In principle, such indicators should address the same characteristics as the indicators proposed
ror the domestic market (i.e. the quaotity or ener&Y; the environmental impact per unit
energy; long term resource availability; and the energy productivity of the economy). Each
or these is addressed in turn below.

or

I. Quantity of energy productd or used

On a global basis, ener&Y production levels are ultimately dependent on usage (although there
is or course a feedback loop: supply inrtuences price which inrtuences demand). Moreover,
from a global perspective the question of whether a given use is supplied from a foreign or
domestic source is or secondary importance when considering lo~tg ttrm sustainability.
Nevertheless, from the Canadian perspective, additional production ror export is or
consequence, and the impacts on sustainability rrom a national perspective are clearly related
to the scale or the activity. Therefore, an indicator measuring additional energy production
for export is required. Specifically, we propose an indicator that addresses lltl exports rather
than gross, for two principal reasons. First, this •fits• with the indicators proposed in the
previous exhibits, whereas a measure or gross exports would produce double counting within
the family or indicators. Second, it is appropriate to regard off-setting imports and exports
as convenient commercial arrangemenu rather than as factors to be considered in assessina
sustainability.
Note that the indicator presented below refers to net energy exports. However, althouah
Canada is a net exporter or energy at the aggregate level, this might not always be so.
Moreover, at the level of individual commodities, considerable fluctuatioo in our
import/export situation can be expected over time, and some regions of the country depend
heavily on imported energy supplies. From this it follows that the net exports indicator could
in some cases be a negative value.
]. Environmental impact per 4411it of energy

The sa me generic indicators outlined in Exhibit 2 (greenhouse gases, other air emissions, etc.)
can and should be used to address the impacts of energy production ror export. However, the
actual data would require refinement to exclude the components or each impact associated
with energy use (as distinct from production, transportation and other upstream impacts).
3. Long term resource availability

The sa me generic indicator outlined in Exhibit 3 (proportion of energy use met by abundant
resources} can be adapted to reflect the impact of net exports (or net imports) on long term
resource availability. Specifically, the indicator would compare Canadian reserves to the sum
of annual domestic use and net exports (imports).
4. Energy productil•ity o/the economy

The question of energy productivity of the economy is largely unrelated to the question of net
exports. As such, we suggest that no further indicator is required to address this characteristic.
NOTE: There is substantial conceptual similarity between the indicators below and those
presented earlier, but the two sets of indicators do speak to an entirely different set of policy
issues. Accordingly, it may be worth developing the proposals below as part of the second
generation or the family of indicators.

I3
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PROPOSED

I~DICATORS:

NET ENERGY E~RTS
·•
Net enern etp~rts (GJ)
Net etp<>rts by eneray source (GJ)

lSD!CATOR S.l:
Indicator:
Disaggregation:
I~DICATORS

S.2 • S.S

Indicators:
Disaggregation:

ENYIROS~ESTAL \~PACTS

Same as Indicators 2.1 · 2.4 in concept; however actual data would be
different as it sh-o.uld elclude impacts of energy use.
None suue.sted

PROPORTION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION MET BY ABUNDANT
RESOURCES
Proportion or energy production (domestic use plus net elpOrts) met
by resources that are renewable or have reserves adequate to meet
current levels or Canadian use for more than (say) SO years(%)
None suggested

INDICA TOR S.6
Indicator:
Disaggregation:

OTHER POSSIBLE INDICATORS:
1. For Indicator 5.1: Use physical Quantities of the energy commodities rather that GJ

2. Variants on the "Other Possible Indicators" presented' in E-xhibits I • 3.
SELECTED METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES:
1. Use of primary or secondary energy data.
,~
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SECfiON 5. CONCLUSION
l
The ideas and indicators outlined above represent a point or departure for further discussion,
elaboration, refinement and eventually testing. Throughout this development process, and
particularly at the testing stage, the central question must be: do the indicators serve the
central purposes they were designed for~ Above all, do they have the ultimate effect of
influencing energy policy in the direction of susta inability?
The answer to this will depend on many factors, or course. Are the indicators sufficiently
compelling to trigger action? Are they ambiguous or are their implications readily understood
(particularly given that all of the indicators will not always move in the same direction)? Are
the conclusions suggested by the indicators consistent with •real world• experience? Is the
scope of the indicators sufficiently broad, or should additional questions (such as global
energy reserves) be addressed?
tn fact, we believe that useful, high impact energy indicators can be developed. Combined
with an effective delivery system, such indicators could undoubtedly play an important
support role in the move towards sustainability.
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General comments on the complete set of indicators follow.
a)

Suppon for Preliminary Indicators

WorK.shop participants agreed that the preliminary set of indicators provided a useful basis for
discussion and that work wilt be needed to develop a second generation set of indicators. Some
indicators were better received than others, but improvements were suggested for many of the
proposed indicators. Some were considered more useful at the sectoral or corporate level than
at the national or macro level.
The two indicators receiving the highest level of support were those of sectoral energy efficiency
(energy used per unit of product or service provided). and air emissions and waste (by category).
Indicators of total energy use and diversity of the energy mix received moderate support.
Participants feh it useful to know this information, but stated that these data by themselves were
not indicators of sustainable development Efficiency of energy conversion for the full fuel cycle
also received moderate support as an indicator although it was cautioned that there may be
difficult definitional and double counting problems.
There was a mixed reaction to proposed national indicators of energy intensity (energy use per
capita) and energy productivity (GOP per unit of energy used). Some participants, particularly
in the policy group, thought these two indicators could be useful within Canada to track
economic reliance on energy. However, most participants, including energy suppliers and users,
agreed these two indicators were inappropriate for international comparisons because they
inaccurately portray Canada's performance regarding energy efficiency. This is because a large
part of Canada's economy, particularly our export market, is tied to energy-intensive development
of natural resources.
However, if these two indicators were used to evaluate trends and rates of change, they would
be acceptable. The participants only disagreed with these indicators being used for direct
comparisons among nations which could portray Canada as a profligate energy user when the
cause of the disparity flows from different national economic bases. In the aggregate Canada
could look bad, since forestry, agriculture, mining, and petroleum production and processing form
the base of the economy. Less energy intensive economies based on manufacturing, services, and
production for the domestic market would appear "better" because different activities are in fact
being measured for energy use without examining the efficiency with which that energy is
applied.

lS

Tb~re

was little support foe an indic:atot based oa the amount of land affected by eoeray
dcvelopmenL There were questiOM raised about the usefulness of this indica tot bec.ause of the
variabilities regarding the degree, longevity, and risk of impacts. ~well, there was little - if
any - support for measuring the proportioc of energy use met by less abundant resources
because of high variability due to changing technology and market prices.

b)

Energy Exports

There was moderate support for the preliminary indicators related to export proposed by Marbelc.
No agreement was reached on how to define and report energy export indicators.
Some participants argued that what is important is the overall level of energy production,
efficiency of production and resulting environmental impact(s), whether energy is produced for
export or not. They stated Canada did not need separate indicators for energy exports.
Others argued that because Canada provides energy and other natural resources to the rest of the
world, Dnada should explicitly state the amount of energy use, efficiency of production, and
environmental impact(s) (e.g. greenhouse gas emissions) related to that export. Failure to do so
could result in a distorted picture of Canada's performance regarding sustainable development.
Still others argued that if energy embodied in products destined for export had separate
indicators, the energy embodied in imports should also be identified and net energy imported or
exported used as the basis for these export indicators.

c)

Additional Indicators

Several participants stated that the proposed set of indicators is based on available data and is
not a complete list. The need for a more comprehensive list and supporting data was identified.
Two additional areas where suggested:
Water Quality and Use - e.g. water contaminants, water consumption, efficiency of
water use, amount of water recycled;
Socio-Economic Factors - e.g. jobs and other spin-off benefits provided by energy
production and environmental clean-up, cost of environmental clean-up, economic health
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of industry (e.g. ca.sb flow, return oa investment). intellectual capital, technology
availability, quality of life considerations, human health considerations.
It was not clear from the discussion whether participants considered these indicators important

at the national (macro) level or at the corporate/organization (micro) level or both.

d)

Linking Micro Indicators with Macro Indicators

Participants identified about SO micro indicators currently in use or being considered by
corporations or organizationS. The majority of these indicators could be linked to the proposed
macro indicators. These obvious linkages confirm that there is a •real world" foundation for
many of the preliminary macro indicators (fable 3). Those corporate/organizational level
indicators which could not be linked to a proposed national indicator suggested a need for
additional macro indicators (see sections on Additional Indicators and Contributing Factors).
There were no indicators identified at the corporate/organization level that could be linked to
national indicators dealing with energy export (Indicators S.l-5.3).
It was suggested by several participants that attempts to systematically aggregate micro indicators

from individual companies. or organizations into macro indicators would pose unrealistic
accounting problems. Micro indicators currently are in their very early formative stages and they
are not yet standardized nor widely adopted within industry sectors. As well, many organizations
are currently focusing on the actions required to integrate environmental considerations into
business planning rather than on actual outcomes, which is the focus of the proposed macro
indicators. Nevertheless, participants agreed that macro indicators should be sensitive to general
changes measured through micro indicators and act as a national gauge of actions towards
sustainable development at the corporate or organization level. The question was raised as to
how to measure efficiency nationally, by product or sector. A private sector energy user
participant in the government-industry program called Canadian Industry Program for Energy
Conservation (ClPEC) suggested that OPEC might be an existing avenue for accomplishing this.
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e)

Indicators of Contributing Factors

Many participants over the course of the two-day workshop identified a need to measure factors
contributing to sustainable development outcomes rather than only the outcomes themselves,
particularly at the micro level. Contributing factors were defined as the actions or policies
required to achieve sustainable development It was argued that indicators of contributing factors
are more likely to motivate changes in behaviour at the micro level than are indicators of
outcomes. Examples of Contributing factors provided by workshop participants include:
market penetration of energy efficient products
market penetration of emission reducing technologies
acceptance and implementation of procurement policies, such as energy efficiency and
waste reduction
acceptance and implementation of energy efficiency audits
acceptance and implementation of environmental audits
acceptance and implementation of demand side management programs by electric utilities
investments in research and development
acceptance and implementation of full cost and full cycle accounting methodologies
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NEXT STEPS AND Ft.JTURE DIR.ECI10NS

Workshop participants were asked to identify and discuss future directions in deve1opina
indicators of sustainable development in energy production and use. Key suggestions arising
from these discussions follow.

5.1

Set National Framework

All small groups identified a need to develop a coherent national policy framework to help
determine indicators of sustainable development This would apply to all levels of indicators
- national, regional, sectoral, corporate/organizational and individual. As part of this
recommendation, participants recognized the importance of developing sustainability criteria
which could be used to determine appropriateness and adequacy of indicators. This work could
build on the sustainability criteria prt>posed by the policy group at the workshop and on other
related work currently being done by the NRT.
The need to develop clearly defined goals or targets for sustainable development also was
identified by workshop participants. Indicators could then be used to assess progress towards
these goals. Noteworthy, however, is the widespread concern expressed about the process for
defining, criteria and goals. Participants stressed that definition of criteria and goals should not
occur unilaterally or through bilateral negotiation but rather through a consultative process
involving all affected sectors.

5.2

Continue to Develop National Indicators

There was solid support for having a set of national indicators of sustainable development
rela.ted to energy production and use. All groups identified a need to more clearly define the
preliminary set of energy indicators as discussed at the workshop. This would include
reassessing and revising the indicators of energy intensity and productivity to place more
emphasis on indicators of energy efficiency. Participants strongly suggested there is some
urgency for accomplishing this so that it could be included as part of Canada's position for the
United Nations Conference in Brazil in June, 1992. There was general agreement that indicators
of water quality and socio-economic indicators needed to be factored into developing a
comprehensive set of indicators.
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Encoorage Development of Micro lndicaton

All smaU aroups rtco&nlzed the lmportan« of developlna micro l.ndlcators, particularly
within corp<>rations and or&anlzationJ. It wu suggested that these are the indicators most likely
to motivate changes in individual and corporate behaviour and ensure accountability. Although
workshop participants propo~ few specific pilot projects oo micro indicators, most of the
energy suppliers and users represented at the workshop indicated they are beginning to define and
develop performance indicators related to environmeot and sustainable development. Another
suggestion to assist the development of micro indicators was for an ongoing exchange of
information on indicators among the national, provincial and territorial round tables, government
agencies (federal, provincial, municipal), industry and public interest organizations, such as
consumer and environmental groups. One specific recommendation was to provide NRT's report
on this workshop to the parties mentioned above and another was to set up a centralized
information base on sustainable development indicators. Several participants stated that the
workshop helped provide a context for their work on indicators and stimulated their thinking on
the matter. The workshop also set the stage for future consultation.

5.4

NRT R?le in Development of Sustainable Development Indicators

The National Round Table on the Environment and the &onomy (NRT) was identified by
aU small groups as the body which should help provide the policy framework for indicators,
promote the development and use of indicators and collaborate with other groups better
suited to do the technical work. NRT is structured to draw on the expertise of several federal
government departments, including the Departments of Environment, Finance, and Energy, Mines
and Resources. Moreover, NRT is structured to include representatives of industry and
environmental organizations, whose advice and support is essential. Also, NRT has ties to
provincial and territorial round tables which provide avenues for public consultation. Finally,
NRT advises the Prime Minister. Political support for the concepts of sustainable development
is essential in setting the policy framework for national indicators.
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APPENDIX 1
MEASURIN<J SUSTAJNABI.E DEVELOPMENT:
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND USE IN CANADA
WQ{ksboo Part!cipanlf
N~me/Nom

Organlz1 ti01110rganlsm•

Loc.~

Ed Bain

Nova Scotia Departmoot ol Energy

Halifax, Nova Scotia

Jay Barclay

Energy, Mines and ResourcM

Ottawa. Ontatlo

Grant Billing

North Canadian Oils Lid.

Calg«~Y,

Cheryl Bradley

Western Environmental and Social Trends
Inc.

Calgaty, Alberta

Liza Campbell

NRT Secretariat

Ottawa, Ontario

Don Dabbs

CalgaJY Chamber ol Commerce cjo
Concord Errvironmental

Calgary, Alberta

Len Delicaet

Emst and Young

Toronto, Ontario

Ron Edwards

Depaitment ol Finance

Ottawa, Ontario

Jason Edworthy

Nowester Energy Systems Ltd.

Calgary, Alberta

Dawn Farrell

TransAJta Utilities Corporation

Calgary, Alberta

Charlie Ferguson

lnco Ltd.

Toronto, Ontario

Jane Hawkrigg

Jane Hawkrigg Enterprises Ltd.

Bale D'Urle, Quebec

Tony Hodge

University ol McGill

Montreal, Quebec

Helen Howes

Ontario Hydro

Toronto, Ontario

Pierre Marc Johnson

NRT

Montreal, Quebec

Jim Johnston

Canadian Renewable Fuels Assoc.

Guelph, Ontario

Diane Keefe

Canadian Utilities Ltd.

Edmonton, AJbe/'tf

Mike Kelly

NRT Secretariat

Ottawa, Ontario

Mel Kliman

McMaster University

Hamilton, Ontario

Jean Etienne Klimpt

Hydro Quebec

Montreat, Quebec

Linton Kulak

Shell Canada

Calgary, Alberta

Gordon Lambert

Esso Resources Canada

Calgary, Alberta

David Lightfoot

Petromont

Montreal, Quebec

Jim MacNeill

NRT

Ottawa, Ontario

George Matheson

Marbek Resource Consultants

Ottawa, Ontario

Kerry Martila

Canadian Pelloleum Products Institute

Ottawa, Ontario

Alberta

Neil MclfvHn

E'*'gy, Ml~ tnd It~

Otfawl, Ontario

Lynn Monow

M!lllcJpaJJtt ol TOtOnto

Torot1t0, Ontario

Ken OgiMe

Cant.tdJ8n EnvfrorrnentaJ NJ.I(XJty
Cornmlt1H

ou.w.. Ontario

John Pee.cey

Noranda Minerals Inc.

Point Clalre, Que/>«

Jurf Pill

Toronto Transit CornmlssJon

Toronto, Ontario

Wayne Pushka

Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation

Ottawa, Ontarfo

Tony Reinsch

Canadian Energy Res&arch lnstlfufe

Calga~y,

Mil<e Robertson

PeuoCanada

Calgaty, Alberta

Hans Rode

National Energy Administration

Sweden

Kenneth Rossi

Ford Motor Company of Canada

Oakville, Ontario

David Runnalls

Institute for Resee.rch on Public Polley

Ottawa, Ontario

Krishna Sahay

Department of Finance

Ottawa, Ontario

Robin Sinha

Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation

Ottawa, Ontario

Tim Taylor

PetroCanada

Cal~ry.

Steve Thompson

NR T Secretariat

Ottawa, Ontario

Thorn Walden

Energy Resource.s Conservation Board

Calga~y,

Alain Webster

University of Quebec

Montreal, Quebec

Leslie Whitby

Environment Canada

Hull, Quebec

Fraser Wilson

Emst and Young

Toronto, Ontario

John Woodruffe

Shelf Canada

Calgary, Alberta

Barry Worbets

Husky Oil Limited

Calgary, Alberta

Cynthia Praul Wright

California Energy Commission

Sacramento, California U.SA

Albelta

Alberta

Alberta
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APPENDIX 2
Measuring Sustalnsblt Deyelopmtnt;,
Energy Production sod Ust In C.nsd«
Februaty 28 ·March 1, 1991 Montreal, Quebec
Delta Montreal, 475 avenue President Kennedy

SUMMARY AGENDA

[hursday February 28th
7:30a.m.

Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30a.m.

Introduction

9:30a.m.

National Energy Indicators
Overview of Discussion Paper
Panel Discussion
Plenary Discussion and Questions
Small Group Discussions and Working Lunch
Plenary Discussion and Synthesis

3:15p.m.

Practical Unks Between Macro and Micro Indicators
Concurrent Workshops
Plenary Progress Report

7:30p.m.

Reception and Dinner

FridaY March 1st

7:30a.m.

Continental Breakfast

8:30a.m.

Summary of Key Issues and of Progress
Next Steps
Concurrent Workshops
Plenary Discussion and Concluding Remarks

1:00 p.m.

Lunch

Dttii/M Aunct•
[hur sdl y Fsbru1a 28th
7:30a.m.

Reglstr«tlon 1nd Continental Bleskfsst
INTBODUCUON

8:30a.m.

Workshop Chair. Pierre Marc Johnson, Vice • Chair, NRT
Opening Rem11k1: Jim MacNeill, Senior Fellow,
Environment and Sustainable Development Programme,
Institute for Research on Public Policy, Ottawa
Workshop Goals and Outcomes: Fraser Wilson, Partner,
Environmental Management, Ernst & Young
NATIONAL ENERGY INDICA TORS.

9:30a.m.

Overview of Discussion Paper: George Matheson,
Marbek Resource Consultants, Ottawa
Panel Discussion:
Moderator: Pierre Marc Johnson
Panel:

Tony Reinsch, Canadian Energy Research Institute
Mike Robertson, PetroCanada
Charlie Ferguson, INCO
Cynthia Praul Wright, California
Energy Commission, U.SA
David Runnalls, Institute for Research on
Public Policy
George Matheson, Marbek Resource Consultants

Break for Refreshments

Dtt«lled Agsadl
Tbursd8 y February 28th cont 'd.
NA TIONAL ENERGY INDICA TORS cont'd.
Plenvy Discussion: Questions from the Floor
Moderators: Pierre Marc Johnson
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Small Group Discussions, including,
Buffet Style Working Lunch
Facilitators: Jay Barclay, Cheryl Bradley, Kevin Brady,
Jane Hawkrigg, Mike Kelly, Ken Ogilvie, Steve Thompson

1:30 p.m.

Plenary Discussion & Synthesis:
Moderators: Pierre Marc Johnson and Fraser Wilson
Break

PRACTICAL LINKS BETWEEN MACRO AND MICRO INDICATORS
3:15p.m.

Concurrent Workshops
Facilitators: Jay Barclay, Cheryl Bradley,
Jane Hawkrigg, Mike Kelly
1. Energy Suppliers
2. Energy Users
3. Policy Issues

5:15p.m.

Plenary Progress Report

6:00p.m.

Adjournment

7:30p.m.

Reception and Dinner
Guest Speaker: Hans Rode,
National Energy Administration, Sweden

De tilled A gtndl

fridaY< March 1st

7:30 6.m.

Continental Breal<fast
NEXT STEPS

8:30a.m.

Plenary session: General Discussion of Key Issues and

DirecUon for Concurrent Workshops on Next Steps
Moderators: Pierre Marc Johnson and Fraser Wilson
Break

9:45a.m.

Concurrent Workshops

Facilitators
11:45 a.m.

Plenary Report and Concluding Remarks

Moderators: Jim MacNeill and Fraser Wilson
1:00 p.m.

Lunch
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APPENOIX3

This paper was prepated for the National Round Table on the Environment and the
Economy's Workshop on Measuring Sustainable Ofvelopment: Energy Production and
Use In Canada.
The views expressed in this discussion
document are not necesSatily endorsed
by the National Round Table on the
Environment and the Economy.
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